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During this grant period, Ciudadano Inteligente has co-led the implementation of the
Poplus project at different levels.

At an administrative level FCI organized a dedicated staff for the project. The team is
composed by a project leader, one technology coordinator, one designer, and 2,5
developers. Between March of 2013 and March of 2014, a total of $ 381,500 were
spent in the project, the details of which is attached in this report.

The FCI team has been in continuous iteration with the MySociety team, both by email
and online conference calls that usually take place on a weekly basis. The Poplus
coordination instance has met less often than the tech team, but nevertheless has
been able to outline the route of action in terms of liaising with other organizations,
agreeing on standards, micro grant management, and outlining the following
components and Poplus instances that will be using them.

Regarding the committed milestones, FCI launched the beta version of its first Poplus
component called Billit, which is an API that manages documents and enables search
within them. As a fully launched component Billit became available on October of
2013. By September of 2013 FCI had also developed the beta version of Writeit, its
second component, which aims to enable email sending and search in relation to
Popit. The full version of Writeit became available on March 2014.

In terms of deployments, Ciudadano Inteligente launched www.votainteligente.cl using
both Popit and Mailit Poplus components by July 2013. In October and November of
2013 respectively, FCI launched two additional instances of votainteligente; one in
Argentina (http://aquienelegimos.org/) and the other in Venezuela
(http://eligetucandidato.org/). Our organization is looking forward to include two more
deploys of poplus components prior to June 2014, and three additional deploys prior to
September of 2014.

Ciudadano Inteligente has also worked hard to support the outreach of Poplus across
different countries and communities. We developed and published the Poplus website
at www.poplus.org , and have designed several graphic materials. Furthermore, we
have participated in several conferences and meetings across countries to talk about
Poplus (eg: London, Montevideo, Mexico City, Santiago, Buenos Aires).

Lately, the Ciudadano Inteligente team has also been working in the organization of
the first Poplus Conference which will take place in Santiago-Chile this upcoming April.

The organization of Poplus Conf has required the employment of an event organizer at
FCI, who in coordination with an event organizer at My Society’s end, are taking care
of all the details regarding the conference. We are expecting the attendance of at least
60 delegates from different countries, which makes #PoplusConf a massive
opportunity to grow our community, and commit new deploys and components.

Overall, this has been a successful year for Poplus in which Ciudadano Inteligente has
been an important contributor. We were able to launch the platform with 4 components
and 2 applied instances on Ciudadano Inteligente’s end. Our community is growing,
not only in terms of committed components (2 this year in the case of FCI) and
deployments (we are working on 9 Poplus instances, 4 of which are PMO websites)
but more importantly, we are seeing how more people and organizations are not only
interested but have actually started to use Poplus. Our conference scheduled for April
is the confirmation of our achievements, all which have been the result of our hard and
joint work with My Society.

